
VBS Creative Set Christmas Angel
Instructions No. 1043
 Difficulty: Beginner

These enchanting angels radiate their very own charm. Made of wooden spools, jute cord and golden flower hair, these two messengers of heaven are created
and combine the classic Christmas with the rustic, natural character. With some hot glue, scissors and our VBS Creative set you can create these two angels
yourself in a few minutes.

And it's that easy:

Wrap the wooden spools with Jute yarn and fix the ends with hot glue. Now fix the Wooden balls with hot glue on the top of the spool 
Paint a face on the angels and glue the flower hair as hairs on the balls 
Transfer the template for the collar and wings to Foam sheets and cut it out. Trace the contours with the glitter liner. Let the liner dry well. Then cut the collar
crosswise so that you can put it around the ball and fix it and the wings with hot glue.

Decorate the angels in your Advent arrangement or fix them on your Advent wreath. If you should decorate small gifts lovingly, you can also place the
Christmas angels there decoratively. You would like to use them as Christmas tree decorations? Then simply attach a small hanging loop. 

This idea is timelessly beautiful!
Some Article are unfortunately no longer available 

But this idea is too good to withhold from you. We would be happy to continue to present it to you - let
yourself be inspired!



Article number Article name Qty
695961-01 VBS Wooden spool5 x 5,5 cm 1
695961-02 VBS Wooden spool8 x 5 cm 1
608244-01 Flower Hair "BrilliantGold 1
11942 Wooden balls half drilled, Ø 50 mm5 pieces 1
460033-01 Jute yarn3.5 mm, 280 mNature 1
652131-02 VBS Foam rubber, 3 mm, 40 x 30 cmWhite 1
334563-01 VBS Glitter LinerGold-Glitter 1
11911 VBS Wooden balls drilled "Ø 50 mm"5 pieces 1
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